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According to Terzaghi [4, p. 1751, 
dx 
( 
t 4) 
t2z+3 TfT) x = c(t) (1) 
describes an approximation for the progress of consolidation in a sediment. 
In this equation, c(t) is inversely proportional to the square of the quantity 
of sedimentation per unit area and time. The proportionality depends upon 
Darcy’s coefficient, the coefficient of compressibility, the weight of water and 
submerged unit weight of the sediment. In [4] Terzaghi only considers the 
case where c(t) is constant. Even in this case his treatment of the problem 
leaves the initial value question unanswered. Olsson [2] has satisfactorily 
answered this question for the constant case. 
In general, it is physically meaningful for c(t) to be a positive, continuous 
function for t > 0 and it is the initial value problem for this general case that is 
settled by the theorem of this note. 
THEOREM. Assunze that c(t) is positive and continuous for all t 3 0. If 
x(t), t > 0, is a solution of (l), then 1 x(t)\ -+ co monotonically us t -+ 0+ 
except that for exactly me solution x(t) + 1 as t -+ Of. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (1). S ince the equation is linear, the solu- 
tion is valid for all t > 0. That there is exactly one solution with limit 1 
follows from a theorem of Perron [3] (cf., also, papers of Hartman and 
Wintner of which [I] is an example). 
LEMMA (Perron). Consider the equation 
$(t) x’ = f (t, 4 
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wherein 4(t) > 0 is continuous for 0 < t < a, 
I l dt -cm 0 w ’ 
and $(t) + 0 as t -+ O+. Let f(t, x) be continuous on a rectangle 0 < t < a, 
-b < x < b and satisfy a double Lipschitz condition 
0 <d < If&x) -f(t,n)l/lx-xl <D 
(3 < x) on this rectangle and suppose that f (0,O) = 0. If the sign of the absolute 
value in the Lipschitz condition can not be removed and the inequalities remain 
valid, then there exists exactly one solution, x(t), for which x(t) + 0 as t --+ O+. 
Although it is not needed here, Perron further concludes that if the 
Lipschitz condition does not depend on the absolute value, then an open 
interval of solutions approach zero. 
To apply the lemma of Perron we let x = x* + 1 in (1) to secure 
4(t) = t2, f(t, x) = -3 ($ + q) x* - g t. 
Then, since 
0 < Jp < 1 - ; - c(t) 1 < g + g,a$ c(t) + 1 
on 0 < t < a and since the absolute value signs are vital, it follows that for 
exactly one solution x*(t), one has x*(t) + 0 as t -+ Of. Thus, for exactly 
one solution x(t) of(l), one has x(t) -+ 1 as t - Of. 
Let x(t) be any solution of (1). First, suppose that x(t) is not monotone 
as t -+ O+. Consider the set, T, of all t for which x’(t) = 0. The set T has 
t = 0 as an accumulation point. When x’(t) = 0, 
x(t) = W) 
3t + 2c(t) + l+ as 
t--to+ 
in the set T since c(t) > 0 and, in particular, c(0) # 0. Since all maxima and 
minima of x = x(t) occur for t E T, x(t) --+ 1 as t + Of. Thus, x(t), a solution 
of (l), is either monotone or is the one solution with limit 1 as t -+ O+. 
If x(t) is monotone, then 1 x(t)1 +ooast-+O+orx(t)hasalimitas+O+. 
Consider a solution x(t) with a limit x(0+) as t + O+. Excluding the known 
solution with limit 1, we may assume that this limit is not 1 and for this 
reason, and the fact that c(t) > 0 for t < 0, 
1 c(t) - (+ + c(t)) x 1-l < u 
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on 0 < t < E for some e > 0 and some finite u. From (I), we have 
which is impossible. Thus, except for the single solution assured by the lemma 
of Perron, x(t) ---f CO monotonically and the theorem is proved. 
The physically realistic condition c(t) > 0 for t 3 0 is important in the 
theorem. For example, if c(t) = mt, the equation (1) 1s easily solved and for all 
solutions one has 1 x(t)1 --f k.00 if m > -2, while for all solutions one has 
x(t) --+ 2m/(3 + 2m) if m < -8. In a subexample the strength of the endpoint 
condition c(0) > 0 is revealed if, say, m = 2. 
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